From: Geoff Daly [mailto:geoffdaly@mkd-usa.com]
Sent: Tuesday, October 3, 2017 12:07 PM
To: Monroe, Pamela
Subject: Please reject Northern Pass as it is currently submitted with huge Flaws in it design and expert testimony.
Geoff Daly
74 Walden Pond Dr,
NASHUA, NH 03064
October 3, 2017
Dear Pamela Monroe,
As a resident of New Hampshire I respectfully hope the SEC will reject Northern Pass's certificate.
Eversource and Hydro Quebec have both said they aren't paying for the project which raises the question whether
either of the companies have the financial capability to build and operate this $1.6 billion project [at today's estimates
and not if and when they start?]. The transmission towers and lines are going to have a horrible effect on the
landscape, historic sites, and the environment in New Hampshire. The transmission like also will not serve our state, as
it merely passes through New Hampshire. Any dropping of power will be severely affected by the continuing climate
changes - remember the Ice Storms in the late 1990's when we lost many [lower] tower systems - what happens when
a number of these 120 to 160 ft. planned towers come down or are damaged?
I still feel a full tunnel about 15 feet diameter [ as I laid out in my July and August statements to the SEC] the technology
is available and Eversource/Quebec Hydro refuse to consider - their excuse is cost?, what is the cost to maintain these
towers in changing weather or a failure of these towers in the winter. A full tunnel allows protection of the equipment
and maintenance personnel and thus a protected cost and not an unknown cost in the future (especially in cold
weather).
The SEC have never followed up on the transmission lines EMF, which I can inform you [where I live in Nashua next to a
main transmission line feeding a new sub station on Bridge St] I have measured RF levels of -8+ dBM, LF 600/LF 30 of 14
to 18 uT/3uT early in the morning (07:30 AM and around 17:00 PM). These levels are regarded as possibly dangerous
through exposure to all near these power lines-please have Eversource/Quebec Hydro to address their expected EMF
readings. I raised this in the August public meeting and see no response by the applicants
I hope the committee will reject this project's certificate to prevent it from harming our states ecosystems, local
economies along the route and the whole states Tourism industry .
Sincerely yours,
Geoff Daly

